
THE MAJOR EFFECTS OF BOTTLED WATER ON OUR ENVIRONMENT

The Negative Environmental Impact of Bottled Water that damage your health, they also have a highly negative impact
on the environment.

To meet the demand for American consumption, approximately 17 million barrels of oil are required to
produce PET alone. Back then, even the most optimistic capitalist couldn't have guessed where the water
bottle industry was heading. Our human fish tank is getting terrifically cloudy because of the plastic water
bottles we buy and discard so thoughtlessly. This type of open-loop recycling process causes degradation of
the plastic material, and, over time, creates products that become non-recyclable because they have degraded
in quality so significantly. In fact, the sales generated from the plastic water bottle industry are so substantial
that in theory one year's revenue from these corporations could be used to permanently resolve the global
water crisis and they would still have a few billion dollars left to pocket. According to the Ocean
Conservatory, plastic bottles and plastic bags are the most prevalent form of pollution found on our beaches
and in our oceans -- every square mile of the ocean has over 46, pieces of floating plastic in it. Globally, we go
through one million plastic water bottles per minute. Sewage sludge â€” a by-product of sewage water
treatment â€” is used in many countries to fertilize agriculture, and microplastics found in sewer water end up
contaminating this fertilizer, polluting our soil, and once again, appearing on our dinner plate in yet another
form. The environmental effects of bottled water use are extensive. How big is the bottled water industry?
Creates Plastic Pollution and Harms Marine Ecosystems Nowadays, plastic bottles can be found littered
almost anywhere you go. This, in turn, means reducing our consumption of bottled water. However, plastic
bottles do not biodegrade, so they will remain in our environment forever. Most of them more than 60 million
bottles end up in landfills and incinerators every day. Producing plastic water bottles also exhausts water
resources, taking over three times as much water to produce a bottle of water than the contents of the container
itself. These can be reused and they are non-porous and non-leaching, ensuring that one purchase saves years
of waste and provides clean water throughout the day. How you can help solve this problem: 1. Stop
purchasing plastic water bottles If we stop demanding plastic water bottles, supply will decrease. Once the
plastic is produced, pressurized air is used to stretch the plastic into the shape of a water bottle. Water bottles
are made of completely recyclable polyethylene terephthalate PET plastics, but PETs don't biodegrade they
photodegrade , which means they break down into smaller fragments over time. It covers an area now
estimated to be twice the size of Texas and spans , square miles. Even one plastic bottle can harm the
environment! That's just crazy! In blind taste tests people have trouble differentiating between tap water and
bottled water, and it's virtually indistinguishable once poured through a simple filter. That means that 20,
bottles sold each second. For example, there are a variety of companies that bottle water in California, a state
that is terrorized by drought. This gyre swirls around like a vortex â€” a sort of slow-moving whirlpool â€”
scooping up marine debris and plastic garbage along the way, most of which are small particles of
microplastics invisible to the naked eye. All of these benefits for our environment come from a choice you the
consumer get to make. This has lots of adverse effects on the environment, and could even affect the
livelihood of humans as well. Well, when water gets extracted to be sold as bottled water, many natural water
supplies dry up.


